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Abstract. Results of eventological [1] modeling of housing and communal 
services  system [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] are looked at in  examples and 
illustrations, which are intended to demonstrate the main features of the 
evaluation of activities under the circumstances of the event on the basis of 
a portfolio of identification features of housing and communal services; in 
addition, these examples and illustrations show the role and functions in the 
risk assessment of the three main event-related figures involved in the 
eventological system of housing and communal services: the total subject, 
the total object and the total barrier, and, most importantly, discover the key 
applicability of the eventological approach in the field of housing and 
communal services in the methods of selecting the optimal portfolio of 
identification features of housing and communal services, providing a given 
accuracy of efficiency assessment in the settlement at a given minimum 
expert costs. 
1 Eventology of housing and communal services 
Recently [2, 10] a new world-view in the field of housing and communal services (HCS) [2, 
10] has been proposed, which is determined with respect to the subject, events, probability 
and value. 
1.1 Subject, event, probability, and value 
Only the subject (or a set of subjects) puts sense in the concept of efficiency of housing and 
communal services that defines and characterizes discomfort. Without a subject, the concept 
of efficiency of housing and communal services is devoid of any meaning. 
It has long been observed and repeatedly stated [1] that the subject does not exist without 
events. The event is the being of the subject, the subject being, the event, and only in the 
event the individual realizes its existence. 
In eventology [1] every event has its probability, and the concept of probability does not 
make sense until the event in question is defined. Thus, the event does not exist without 
probability, as the probability does not exist without the event. The second inherent 
subjective characteristic of the events in eventology is its value.  
Each such set of events occurs in the form of a particular situation, a particular set of 
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circumstances, a combination of the occurrence or non-occurrence of events from this set, a 
terraced event created by this set.  
Here we are interested in those aspects of the subject's existence, those sets of events, 
together with their Э - distributions, which give rise to his discomfort or his lack of 
discomfort. It goes without saying that subjective discomfort and subjective lack of 
discomfort are relative categories defined with respect to the set of events that the subject 
chooses each time. 
Conclusions of the subject of the presence of the efficiency of housing and communal 
services in the current set of circumstances is always preceded by a conscious or unconscious 
assessment by the subject of the probability and value of causing or not causing damage to 
the subject by this coincidence of circumstances — the subject's assessment of the probability 
and value of this terraced event. Thus, both discomfort and comfort are not only subjective 
and relative, but also probabilistic and value categories. 
Following [2] and [3] it is appropriate to emphasize the important idea, revealing 
eventological understanding of housing and communal services and insurance: 
 Both comfort and insurance are always subject side and subject insurance, measured 
mathematically on the basis of the eventological model of the subject and subject methods 
of accounting and management of probabilistic and value eventological distributions of sets 
of events in the field of housing and communal services and insurance. 
It is proposed in [3, 11] to use the methods of ontological modeling of housing and 
communal services systems in the framework of eventological system analysis, the result of 
which is the eventological model of housing and communal services settlement. 
1.2 Eventological system of housing and communal services  
In paper [3] the mathematical models of housing and communal services systems4 are 
proposed on the basis of the eventological theory of systems [1] and the last developments in 
the field of housing and communal services eventology [2]. Housing and communal services 
systems exist in every corner of the world, in each settlement.  
To   express eventologically, to explain and measure the HCS systems as an event system, 
we must first agree what to define in eventology by the event system and, in particular, to 
differentiate the concept of system events from still central to this theory concept of a set of 
events. 
In eventology mathematical models of the HCS systems are considered within the 
framework of the eventological theory of systems (eventological system analysis) [1]. 
Starting from our paper [13], it is proposed to understand the eventological system (event 
system) as a set of events that consists of a free set of events (system basis) and events that 
are operationally related to events from the basis (system shell) [17-22]. 
2 Glossary of concepts and tasks of applicable HCS eventology 
The Gibbs eventological model of the HCS settlement system is an eventological model 
describing the event-based behavior of three total HCS figurants: the subject, barrier, the 
object, and evaluating probability of the settlement event by the results of the expert 
examination of the event state of the HCS company, carried out in the framework of the 
expert portfolio of I-signs. 
Identification of the regulatory parameters of the Gibbs event model-maximum, average 
and minimum risks (HCS probability service) - for this enterprise by the set of historical, 
expert and model statistics (see paragraph 4.3). 
“I-sign” is an identification HCS sign of this enterprise, which values assessed by the 
expert  determine the performance/failure to comply with regulatory HCS requirements; a 
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synonym for “I” event — is an ID HCS event for  this enterprise, the occurrence of which 
characterizes the execution of regulatory HCS requirements, evaluated by the expert; 
"I-signs" portfolio is a set of И-signs of А used in the eventological HCS model to assess 
the probability of events in this HCS area. 
The figurant portfolio of "I-signs" is one of three subsets of I — signs characterizing each 
of three figurants involved separately: total subject, total service and total object, and used in 
eventological HCS model  for the assessment of probability of the HCS service for the 
corresponding person involved (subject: M, barrier: B, object: X). 
The internal figurant sub-portfolio of "I-signs" is one of two subsets of “I — signs” 
characterizing two-multiple state of each of three figurants involved: the total subject, total 
service and total object, and used in the HCS eventological model  for the corresponding 
figurant involved (internal subject: Mi, M2, internal barrier: Bi, B2, internal object: Xi, X2). 
An average probable portfolio of “I-signs” is the portfolio A, which approximates 
portfolio of I-signs in average meaning and composed of average probable I-signs, each of 
which approximates on average one of sub-portfolio of A portfolio, respectively. 
An expert portfolio of "I-signs" – is a set of I-signs ща A(e), selected from the general 
portfolio of I-signs of A and proposed for expert verification of the HCS level of the 
enterprise; similarly defined are expert figurant portfolios and internal sub-portfolios. 
The minimum expert portfolio of "I-signs" is an expert portfolio in which each I-sign 
belongs to only one of the six sub - portfolios and each of the six sub-portfolios contains only 
one I-sign. 
A weighted minimum expert portfolio of "I-signs" is an expert portfolio in which each I 
- sign belongs to only one of the six sub-portfolios, and each of the six sub-portfolios contains 
at least one I-sign. 
Assessment of the I-sign portfolio weight (based on the statistics of expert surveys and 
on the basis of the Gibbs model, from which follows the log dependence of the portfolio 
weight of the I-sign on the probability of its values),  characterizes its impact on the risk 
(probability) of the HCS among other I-signs of the portfolio (see paragraph 4.5). 
Assessment of information capacity of I -sign in the portfolio (based on the statistics of 
expert surveys and evaluation of information obtained when checking its value), 
characterizes the information importance of expert verification of the value of this feature. 
Assessment of the accuracy of risk calculation (the HCS utility probability) at the 
enterprise and its dependence on the number of I-signs in the expert portfolio see in paragraph 
4.6. 
An optimal export portfolio of I - signs for a given enterprise is the portfolio of I-signs A 
(e)($), which provides a given level of risk assessment accuracy (probability of the HCS 
utility ) at minimum expert costs (see paragraph 4.5). 
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3 Event hierarchy of the HCS eventological system in pictures 
 
Figure 1. The event hierarchy of the eventological security system consists of three levels – the left: a 
set of subjects M, a set of services B and a set of objects X; the middle: three system figurants 
involved; the right: three-figurant eventological security system. 
 
Figure 2. Trajectory of services. Graph of probability of safety 0 < L < 1 (vertical axis on a non-
linear scale) for the approximate 50-year sequence of 13 hyper cycles of the HCS system. The 
frequency of events is 0.04 (2 events in 50 years). levels: li < l < 1; acceptable levels: 12 < l < 11; 
invalid levels: 0 < l < L2. 
 
Figure 3. Model of Gibbs risk dependence P (s\ter(A//A)) = Y(0) exp ^ | AjVs ln ^(a) ) utility service  
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from the confluence of event security circumstances ter (A/A) (combinations of values of I-security 
features) for each figurant involved M, B, X or A — the whole enterprise. On the Gibbs model of the 
set of I-events a normative identification of the HCS risk is based on the known normative values of 
the worst: Y (A /A), the best:Y (0/A) and the average risk: YO • On the horizontal axis are portfolio 
weight (relative to the HCS utility s) vs (A/A) = /a |Vs , A, a, terraced I-events ter (a|A), arranged in 
ascending order. Under the horizontal axis in accordance with the values of the HCS risk “chess " 
designation of 64 average security conditions is given. 
 
Figure 4. The Gibbs dependence risk of the HCS utilities of current average probable state of security 
of a typical enterprise. Black circles on the horizontal axis show the value of each of the 64 average-
probability security states, by which on the basis of the Gibbs event model the conditional probability 
of utility service is determined under the condition of the current security state. The safest state — a1, 
the least safe state — h8. 
4 Four stages of the HCS risk assessment by the HCS 
eventological system 
The procedure for assessing the current HCS utility risk of the enterprise by the HCS 
eventological system consists of four stages. 
4.1 Preparation of the optimal portfolio of И-signs 
Preparation of portfolio of I-signs must meet two criteria of optimality: 
1. The portfolio of the HCS I-signs should provide admissible minimum expert costs for the 
examination of I-signs (see paragraph 4.5); 
2. The accuracy of the risk assessment service on the basis of the portfolio of I-signs should 
be no worse than a specified level (see paragraph 4.6). 
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Preparation of the optimal portfolio of I-signs is a solution to the eventological 
optimization problem, which optimizes the expert costs for examination of the portfolio I-
signs, providing a given accuracy of the HCS risk assessment service (see paragraph 4.6); 
where the optimization of expert costs refers to the search for the optimal volume, structure 
(see paragraph 5) and information capacity of the portfolio of I-signs (see paragraph 4.5). 
4.2 Examination of I-signs 
Examination of I-signs from the optimally prepared portfolio consists in expert evaluation of 
binary values of I-signs: present or absent, according to the expert, this I-sign in the 
characteristic of the HCS current state. 
4.3 Identification of the HCS current state  
The results of the examination of I-signs from the optimally prepared portfolio serve as 
initial data for the identification of the HCS current state of the enterprise. The same standard 
algorithm [3, 4, 11, 12], based on the Gibbs event model (4.4.1) for a = M, B, or X, the 
identification of the current average probable state of each of the three figurants involved in 
the HCS is carried out (see Fig. 5 in paragraph 3): the total subject M, barrier B and object 
X, thereby identifying the current average HCS state (see Fig. 1 in paragraph 3). 
Identification of the current state of the system is based on the same Gibbs event model 
(4.4.1) for А = M U B U X. 
4.4 Calculation of the HCS utility 
On the basis of the Gibbs event model [3, 4, 11, 12] the risk – service of the HCS is offered 
on condition of the HCS current state ter (A//A) to be calculated by the formula: 
(А//А)) = Y(0) exp(AjVs) In, (4.4.1) 
where Y(0) is the worst risk, Y(A) is the best risk, Yo = P (s) is the average HCS risk (see 
Fig. 6 in paragraph 3). 
4.5 Optimizing the expert costs for the I – signs portfolio examination 
To solve the problem of optimizing the expert costs for the I – signs portfolio examination 
the notion of a portfolio weight and an information capacity of I-sign are required. 
Portfolio weight wa = V (a) of I-sign/I – of event a € A is determined on the basis of the 
Gibbs model, which relates it to the probability P = P (a) of occurrence of И-event a € by a 
known formula [1, 9] 
RA = Z exp {a wa}, (4.5.1) 
where a and Z are parameters of the Gibbs portfolio of I-signs. 
The formula (4.5.1) allows to solve two mutually inverse probabilistic problems: 
• by known portfolio weight wa of I-event a E A look for its probability px; 
• according to the known probability pa of I-event a E X look for its portfolio weight 
Wa = — ln(paZ), (4.5.1') 
as well as the problem of risk management service utilities with various restrictions on expert 
costs [16]. 
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Figure 5. The unit square [1] 2 shows a subgraph (green) of the information capacity function Ia of 
the I - sign a depending on its probability pa (horizontal axis) (4.5.2), used for selection in the optimal 
expert portfolio of those features, the probability of which is not less than the threshold value б. 
The information capacity of the I-sign / I-event is measured by the entropy of the I-event 
x € x according to the known formula [1, 9] (see Fig.5) 
Ia = - RA ln RA - (1 - Pa)ln (1 - RA), (4.5.2) 
where RA = p (a) - probability of the I-event а€ A 
The interpretation of this information characteristic of an I-event is that if the probability 
of an I-event is close to 0 or 1, then the expert verification of its occurrence gives little 
additional information, and its inclusion in the expert portfolio is not too justified. Selection 
criterion of I-sign а  € A from portfolio A in optimal export portfolio 
A(e) (6) = {a € A: Ia > 6} With A, (4.5.3) 
is a significant value of its information capacity Ia, exceeding the threshold value of 6 € [0, 
ln 2], which is determined by the required accuracy of the HCS risk assessment utility. 
4.6 Optimizing the accuracy of performance evaluation 
The error e of the assessment of p (s) risk P (s / ter (A / / A)) housing service s on the basis 
of the selected expert portfolio A (e) (6) can be calculated by the formula: 
a£ = M-a)/2, N-1 ^=,  
where t (I-a)/2,N — 1-(1-a)/2 is the Student's t-distribution quantile with n — 1 degree of 
freedom, a is the standard deviation, a is the required confidence level, usually taken as 0.95, 
and N = |a (e) (£)| is the power of the expert portfolio, i.e. the number of I — signs included 
in A(e) (S). Thus, the error£, which is the smaller the larger the square root of its power N, 
determines the confidence interval 
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JP (s) - £ < P(s|ter (A//A)) < P (s) + £,  
where the value of the risk of housing service falls with a probability of not less than a. 
In addition to the power of the n export portfolio, the error of the £ risk assessment also 
significantly depends on the extent to which the relationship between the I - signs is 
characterized by this portfolio of selected I - signs. You can manage the interdependence and 
features in a portfolio by managing its event-probability structure. The principles of 
management of the event-probability structure of the export portfolio, which lead to a 
decrease in error, are set out in paragraph 5. 
5 Background: eventological model of expert portfolio of the HCS 
I-signs 
The key to the applicability of the eventological approach in the HCS field is the 
eventological model of the structure of the expert's answers to a set of regulatory HCS 
enterprises questions; in other words, — the structure of the expert portfolio of identification 
features/events (I-signs/I-events) of the enterprise. 
Such event-probabilistic structure of the HCS I-signs should be organized in the optimum 
way so that at the minimum expert expenses to provide the required accuracy of risk 
assessment (probability) service of housing and communal services. It is theoretically clear 
that a large set of regulatory issues leads to greater accuracy of risk assessment. However, 
with the increase of this set, firstly, the costs of obtaining expert answers grow, secondly, the 
information capacity of the answer to each added question decreases. 
Eventological model of I-signs portfolio  
The HCS eventological model proposed in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] — is an event-based 
probabilistic model of the HCS enterprise, which is formed by the event interaction of three 
system total figurants, each of which is responsible for the event — related behavior of the 
corresponding totality: M — subjects, B — barriers and X-objects of the enterprise, joint 
event states of which form the event HCS state of the whole enterprise. 
Table 1. Six sub-portfolios of I-events: Mi, M2, Bi, B2 and Xi, X2 forming the minimum complete 
portfolio A = {ter^/A, A С A} from all possible (for portfolio A) 63 terraced И-events of the II kind 
generated by six medium-probability events (5.2.3) of their sextet A approximating A in the medium-
probability: a ^ A (on the abbreviation NN,..., YYY,..., BBB for subsets A С A. terA//a = П a e A a G A 
 
 
A ms A Mi M2 B i B 2 Xi X 2 
ter __ Y О О О О О • 
ter—в О О О О • О 
ter—H О О О О • • 
ter_Y- О О О • О О 
ter-YY О О О • О • 
ter-YB О О О • • О 
ter-YH О О О • • • 
ter-в- О О • О О О 
ter-BY О О • О О • 
ter-вв О О • О • О 
ter-вн О О • О • • 
ter-н- О О • • О О 
ter-HY О О • • О • 
ter-нв О О • • • О 
ter-нн О О • • • • 
terY ___  О • О О О О 
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The HCS service utility eventological risk (probability) of the enterprise depends in which 
HCS event state the enterprise is. This event state is characterized by a portfolio of I-signs of 
the HCS of the enterprise, which usually consists of a set of expert answers to specially 
selected regulatory issues. The composition of the portfolio of I-signs and the organization 
of the event structure of these signs in the portfolio largely determine the accuracy of expert 
risk assessment and the amount of costs for the examination of the state of housing and 
communal services of the enterprise. 
A ms A Mi M2 B i B 2 Xi X 2 
terY-Y О • О О О • 
terY-в О • О О • О 
terY-н О • О О • • 
terYY- О • О • О О 
terYYY О • О • О • 
terYYB О • О • • О 
terYYH О • О • • • 
terYB- О • • О О О 
terYBY О • • О О • 
terYBв О • • О • О 
terYBн О • • О • • 
terYH- О • • • О О 
terYHY О • • • О • 
terYHв О • • • • О 
terYHH О • • • • • 
terв— • О О О О О 
terв-Y • О О О О • 
terв-в • О О О • О 
te^-н • О О О • • 
terвY- • О О • О О 
terвYY • О О • О • 
terвYB • О О • • О 
terвYH • О О • • • 
te^- • О • О О О 
terввY • О • О О • 
terввв • О • О • О 
terввн • О • О • • 
terвн- • О • • О О 
te^HY • О • • О • 
terвнв • О • • • О 
terвнн • О • • • • 
terH— • • О О О О 
terH-Y • • О О О • 
terH-в • • О О • О 
terH-н • • О О • • 
terHY- • • О • О О 
terHYY • • О • О • 
terнYB • • О • • О 
terHYH • • О • • • 
terнв- • • • О О О 
terнвY • • • О О • 
terнвв • • • О • О 
ter^H • • • О • • 
terHH- • • • • О О 
terHHY • • • • О • 
terннв • • • • • О 
terHHH • • • • • • 
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The general structure of the portfolio of the HCS I-signs is determined by the hierarchical 
three-figurant structure of the HCS eventological model, where each of the three total 
figurants has its own two-multiple structure. This hierarchical structure is formed by three 
figurant portfolios of I-signs M, B, X, each of which is formed by the combination of two 
internal figurant sub-portfolios of I-signs: 
M = Mi U M2, B = Bi U B2, X = Xi U X2.                                  (5.1.1) 
As a result, the structure of the entire portfolio of the HCS I-signs is characterized by a 
set of 
A = Mi U M2 U Bi U B2 U Xi U X2,                                  (5.1.2) 
which is formed by combining six figurant sub-portfolios of I-signs. 
The task of choosing the optimal structure of the expert portfolio is reduced to the choice 
of six figurant expert sub-portfolios of I-signs (5.1.2), forming a common expert portfolio of 
I-signs of the enterprise A(e) C A, providing the required accuracy of the assessment of the 
minimum expert costs. 
5.1 Full expert portfolio of И-signs 
Table 1 illustrates the minimum total expert portfolio of I-signs, composed of combination 
of six sub-portfolios, each of which is defined by a corresponding subset of I- events 
Mi, M2, Bi, B2, Xi и X2 C A.                                     (5.2.1) 
This full expert portfolio A has a curious interpretation of the event which perhaps the only 
correct one when  using the concept of  certain   average characteristics of the subsets of I-
events. The role of this average characteristic can successfully be performed, for example, 
by recently introduced concept of average-probability events [7, 15, 8, 16] in eventology]. In 
this interpretation, the entire expert portfolio is approximated by a set of only six average-
probabilities of I-events, 
Mi, M2, Bi, B2, Xi и X2 e A,                                      (5.2.2) 
each of which approximates one of the six subsets of И-events (5.2.1), which, for example, 
for a subset of I-events Mi C A is interpreted as: 
Mi = E(p/Mi) = рм1 e A. 
If 
A = {Mi, M2, Bi, B2, Xi, X2} C A                                 (5.2.3) 
- the set composed as of elements of six average-probability I-events (5.2.3) approximating 
in the average-probability the entire expert portfolio A and for A C A generating 64 = 26 
terraced I-events of II kind of probabilities which form the probabilistic distribution of II-
kind 
{pA/ / a, A-a} sextet and-events a, where 
PA//A = P (Tera//a) • 
Note 1. All events from the full portfolio A are collateral and are generated by six I – events 
of average probability of the sextet A as different results of terraced operations of the II-kind 
over sextet A, enumerated by its various subsets A — A. 
Note 2. Table 1 uses an abbreviation for subsets of sextet A-A referring to the states of norms 
(H), threat (Y), recovery (B) and efficiency (O) of the HCS of each of the three HCS figurants 
involved according to the following rule. For an arbitrary figurant F = M, B, or X 
approximated by the doublet of the average probable events {Fi, F2}, its empty subset 0 — 
{Fi, F2} corresponds to the average probable state of the HCS efficiency (O), a subset {F1} 
—to the average probable state of threat (Y), a subset {F2} —to  the average probable state 
of recovery (B), and a subset {Fi, F2} —to the average probable state of the norm (H). 
Table 2. An example of completing figurants’ sub-portfolios by I- signs in the minimal expert 
portfolio ,which consists of six I – signs: 1,1,1,1,1,1, (from the top to the bottom). 
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Abbreviation of subsets (see note 2 on page 113) is given, by which the corresponding I- 
events are enumerated. 
I- signs ★★★ 
Sub-portfolio filling 
 
ОТ ОТ X 
ОТ i ОТ 2 OTi ОТ 2 X1 X 2 
О- object counteraction Y - - - - - • 
О- object stability B     •  
О- barrier counteraction -Y — 
   
• 
  
О- barrier stability — B — - - • - - - 
О- subject counteraction Y - • - - - - 
О- subject stability B •      
Therefore, for example, the abbreviation “-YH” corresponds to the HCS average probable 
state, when the total subject M is in an arbitrary average probable state, the total service B is 
in the average probable state of threat (Y), and the total object X is in the average probable 
state of norm (H). Examples of the use of abbreviations: 
Terraced is such a set-theoretic operation on a set of events, the result of which is the 
terraced event of one of the six standard types [1, 9], generated by this set of events. 
The results of terraced operations of II-kind on the events of A are terraced events of II-
kind ter (A/A) = P'1 ASP, numbered by subsets of A C A. 
5.2 Minimum expert portfolio of I-signs 
Minimum expert portfolio of I-signs (see Tab. 2) although it allows to solve all the problems 
facing the HCS eventological system, does not guarantee the required accuracy of risk 
assessment. 
5.3 The minimum weighted expert portfolio of I-signs 
The minimum weighted expert portfolio of I - signs (see Tab. 3) also allows you to solve all 
the problems facing the HCS, it can provide the required accuracy of risk assessment by 
varying the weights of I-signs in the portfolio, but does not have the ability to take into 
account the relationships of I-signs in the portfolio. 
5.4 An Arbitrary expert portfolio of I-signs 
An arbitrary expert portfolio of I-signs, containing a weighted minimum portfolio, allows to 
solve all the problems facing the HCS eventological system, can provide the required 
accuracy of risk assessment, and has the ability to take into account the relationships of I- 
signs in the portfolio with the help of I-signs contained in more than one sub-portfolio out of 
six. 
It is possible to take into account all kinds of relationships between I-signs in the portfolio  
using a weighted full portfolio of I-signs of the HCS,  corresponding to all possible terraced 
events of the II kind, generated by the corresponding average probable expert portfolio, 
which consists of 38 I-signs corresponding to 6 terraced I-events of the II kind with weights. 
ter- -- = ter0 //а, 
ter-Y- = ter {*в 2}/а, 
ter-YH = ter {B 2,X i,X2}/а 
ter-BH = ter {S i,X 1Д2}/а 
terY-Y ter {M2,X2}/а> 
terHHH = tera //a • 
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Each pair of internal figurant sub-portfolios of I- signs is required, mainly, in order to 
assess, in what state out of the 4- cycle states of the HCS (norm, threat, discomfort, recovery) 
is each of the three figurants, and, consequently, in what state out of 64  the entire system of 
housing and communal services of the enterprise is. In addition, the internal figurants’ sub-
portfolios of I-signs can be used to assess the private risks of the utility service for each 
figurant individually, or for each of the pair of parties of the figurant separately. 
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